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Opening Shot
With every issue, CJR produces a study guide for
journalism students to delve into the areas we’ve
covered, providing topics for classroom discussion and
additional activities to test the ideas put forward.
To get CJR into your students’ hands through low-cost
subscriptions, check out the options at http://www.cjr.
org/student_subscriptions/ or contact Dennis Giza at
dfg2@columbia.edu.
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IN THIS ISSUE, CJR present several
stories on transparency in government. The
transition from the Bush to the Obama
administration has been marked by a
dramatic change in the attitude toward
transparency. Where President Bush and
his aides promoted secrecy, President
Obama, in contrast, issued an executive
order on his ﬁrst day in oﬃce, directing
federal compliance with the goals of the
Freedom of Information Act.
While the new president says
transparency is vital to a working
democracy, journalists must make sure that
the curtains that had once been drawn
around the federal government’s operations
are reopened and stay that way.
It’s also up to journalists to ﬁnd ways to
make their readers care about this vital
issue. As we report in this issue, one of the
most discouraging aspects of the stories
broken by The New York Times and The
Washington Post about constitutional abuses
by the Bush administration was that hardly
anyone seemed upset.
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scientific consensus is wrong? Or should they not even try to, and just report on what most scientists are saying?
Are there examples of situations where the majority of scientists were later proven wrong? Do journalists have
any responsibility to try to identify situations where the scientific consensus may be erroneous?
b) If Dan Burton’s congressional hearings helped spark the wave of vaccine-scare coverage, does this indicate
anything about the media’s propensity to cover what elected officials are saying above what scientists or
other experts think? How has this played into coverage of other scientific issues, such as climate change?
BEYOND THE CLASSROOM: c) Look up several major media articles from the past ten years on the alleged vaccineautism link. How much do they attempt to “balance” the majority scientific opinion with dissenting views, and who
provides them? Do they attempt to distinguish between vaccines that include thimerisol and those that don’t? Overall,
how well do you think they convey the science behind the story? Which of them are best, and which worst?

3. streams of consciousness (pp. 25–36): How can journalism outlets attract readers from a generation
used to getting their news from social media?
a) Break into small groups, go through this article, and underline each instance when a digital media expert
puts forward an idea on how to approach young readers. Which of these do you think accurately reflects
the habits of you and your classmates? To what degree is their advice actual learned wisdom, and to
what degree mere hype?
b)	How much do front pages of websites matter anymore? What role do front pages play in print journalism? What are the pros and cons of having editors determine what the most important news of the day
is? How do you and your classmates determine which stories to follow on any given day?
c)	Do you agree that social media make your readership choices more “outward-looking”? Is this necessarily good or bad? Is this any different from older readers choosing which newspapers to read based on
which ones they’re willing to be seen reading?
d)	Do you feel you “have little or no trust in the mass media to report the news fully, accurately, and fairly,”
as 60 percent of Americans say they do? Is this a sign that the media have failed to gain the trust of their
readers, or that readers are able to see through the too-frequent inaccuracies of the media?
e)	Do you find social media to me more trustworthy than regular media? How much of the information you
receive via social media is specific to that medium, and how much is links to traditional media?
f )	Ask your classmates: Do they agree that they’d sooner spread good news than bad news for fear of being
labeled a downer? If so, what exceptions can they think of to this rule? If not, could bad news be more of
a turnoff for advertisers than for readers?
BEYOND THE CLASSROOM: g) Pick three local newspapers or news sites and read the top stories of the day. How
many of them succeed in getting the lede into their headlines? Would these make you more likely to click on the articles in question? More likely to tweet them? Does it make them more informative articles? h) Read the Upworthy chart
with the headline “The Real Reason They Still Play ‘Mrs. Robinson’ on the Radio” (http://bit.ly/mrs-robinson-radio).
Find another article or chart on a complex topic important to you and come up with a headline and lede that would
similarly provide a good hook for readers. What are some ways to come up with grabby headlines without detracting
from the content of the story itself? Are there any ways you would improve the headline or content of the Upworthy
piece to make it more effective?

Quick Takes
Read these short articles in class and discuss:
1) Opening Shot (p. 3): Do you think it was appropriate to create the “What Twitter will look like on the day that
Thatcher dies” pie chart at a time when Margaret Thatcher was ill? Was it appropriate to retweet it after Thatcher
had actually died? How should news outlets report on the deaths on public figures who are revered by some and
reviled by others? Should the recently deceased be off limits for criticism, or should the public record reflect both
the good and bad of their lives?
2) Empty calories (p. 4): Do you agree with the editorial’s contention that someday soon “there will be very little
credible news for the bloggers and scrapers to aggregate,” given increasing numbers of paywalls? How hard is it
for aggregators to get around paywalls? Does it make it more or less likely for you to read aggregated articles when
the original is behind a paywall?
3) It doesn’t add up (pp. 54–55): Discuss as a class: What have you read and heard about the US shortage of STEM
workers? Do you think that the media coverage has been misleading on this topic? If so, what are some possible
reasons why?

